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In February 2018, Platinum-selling UMG Nashville artist Kip 
Moore celebrated his fourth No. 1 single to top the country 
radio charts in the United States with “More Girls Like You.” 
But for the past seven months, Moore has focused his touring 
primarily outside the United States, performing 15 shows in the 
United Kingdom, as well as concerts and festivals in Canada and 
Australia.

“I feel like many times artists play the U.S. too much, and just play 
the same markets over and over,” says Moore’s manager, Shawn 
McSpadden of Red Light Management. “Playing international 
markets gives you a chance to let the U.S. market breathe by 
going somewhere else.”

Moore is part of a groundswell of rising country artists with a 
focus on building their international presence, and with good 
reason. 

A study presented in 2017 by the Country Music Association  
(CMA) estimates the market for country music is approximately 

4.9 million listeners in the UK, and 4.1 million listeners in 
Australia.

The same study noted that in the UK, country music has drawn the 
most new listeners of any genre, with 16 percent of those polled 
indicating that they began listening to country music within the 
previous 12 months. Millennial music listeners seem to have the 
strongest ties to country music, with 55 percent indicating they 
listen to country music daily, or every other day. 

In the past five years, country music’s popularity has skyrocketed 
in the UK due in large part to C2C: Country 2 Country. In 2013, 
the C2C festival launched as a one-day event in London, and sold 
17,000 tickets. By 2018, the festival has grown into a three-day 
event in London, Dublin and Glasgow, which brought in 80,000 
fans earlier this year. 2018’s C2C welcomed superstars such as 
Tim McGraw and Faith Hill, as well as relative newcomers and 
mid-level artists including Moore, Midland, Kacey Musgraves, 
Kelsea Ballerini, Old Dominion, Brett Young, Ashley McBryde 
and Luke Combs.
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Kip Moore performs at The O2 Arena in London. Photo: Anthony D’Angio
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“They invest in artists who are on their first single, or artists 
who haven’t even put out their first single yet over here,” CAA 
agent Marc Dennis says of C2C. “We’ve seen artists break in the 
UK simply by being involved in C2C. While you are there, you 
are visiting Spotify, Apple, your label, visiting with people like 
Bob Harris and BBC2. It’s a day full of promotion capped by a 
performance at one of the most incredible venues in the world—
the O2 Arena.”

C2C, as well as its October counterpart Country Music Week, 
has served as an anchor for artists to book additional shows 
throughout the area. Combs has a headlining European tour this 
fall, Musgraves will perform at Omeara London in November, 
Nashville actress and singer Clare Bowen has a string of solo UK 
dates scheduled for September, and Lee Ann Womack’s All The 
Trouble Tour will visit the UK that same month.

In Australia, country music fielded a similar surge in popularity, 
thanks to the CMC Rocks festival, which has brought country 
performances to fans down under for more than a decade.

“That has been a huge accelerator for country music,” Dennis 
says of CMC Rocks, though he adds that the lesser number of 
viable markets in Australia make it a tougher sell for artists. “If 
you are an international superstar like Shania Twain, there are 12 
viable markets between Australia and New Zealand. If you are 
still developing, there are really only about five viable markets 
you can do, so that’s tough to make that investment and the travel 
is intense.”

Dennis says artists such as Moore are smart to make the 
international investment early in their careers.

“I think the longer you wait and the further along your career gets 
in the United States, production grows, your touring personnel 
grows, your entire footprint as an artist grows and it becomes 
harder to invest in overseas markets. It should be part of the 
plan from the very beginning. You want to develop that market 
so financially it’s not such a burden later on. I don’t know that 
you should even separate a North American touring plan with 
an international touring plan. They can absolutely coincide with 
each other and really should be one plan.”

Support for international touring has only grown, as Nashville 
labels have beefed up their international departments, while 
Amazon Music recently launched a country music playlist aimed 
at markets outside of the United States, including 35 countries 
around the world, YouTube recently unveiled new music charts 
to showcase the most popular songs in 44 global destinations, 
including the UK, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Brazil, Japan 
and more.

Though infrastructure around investing in overseas markets is 
solidifying, the risk of such touring investment is still high for 
new artists.

“First off, you have to know that you will take a big hit in the 
pocket,” Moore says. “Even when you are selling out shows that 
are 2,000-3,000 seat rooms, you are still not really making much 

Pictured (L-R): Adam Browder, Dave Nassie, Kip Moore, Manny Medina and Erich Wigdahl. Photo: PJ Brown
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money. You have to look at the cost of backline gear. You hate not 
bringing all your gear, especially when it is changing from night 
to night. The travel is the most difficult part of putting it together. 
You might shack up in hotels room together. It’s definitely not 
everyone getting their own hotel room, that’s for sure.”

Progressive Perceptions

Over the past decade, Dennis saw the hunger for country music 
in the UK markets deepen with the success of the television show 
Nashville.

“They were fans of the format and saw Nashville as a lifestyle 
and a brand,” he says. “Nashville was enormously successful 
in the UK, so you would see fans being fans of just the music 
in general. If you were a country artist, that person was going 
to go see that show, which is similar to where we were in the 
United States 30 years ago. If you liked country music, you liked 
everyone in country music. Now in the UK you are seeing fans 
that are starting to bifurcate who they are into. They’ve had a 
fairly large sample size of the format up to this point, so they are 
starting to pick favorites within the genre, which is really where 

you want to see it go.”

Importantly, Nashville and country music festivals 
acquainted UK fans with a broader scope of 
sounds, influences, as well as political and social 
outlooks, within today’s country music.

“C2C focused the media around what country 
music is,” McSpadden says. “I think a lot of fans in 
the UK, their view of country music is what it was 
years ago. They started seeing that some of these 
young, newer artists are not the typical—there is 
nothing wrong with Alan Jackson or any of the 
greats like George Strait, we love them all—but 
country music today is a different sound. And it’s a 
broader musical spectrum.”

According to the CMA’s study, nearly half of those 
polled (49 percent) in the UK ranked country 
as one of their top three genres, alongside rock 
(47 percent) and pop (57 percent). Similarly, 44 
percent of Australians named country as one of 
their top three genres, alongside rock (52 percent) 
and pop (55 percent).

For a segment of American-based country artists, 
including Moore, The Cadillac Three, and Brothers 
Osborne, their signature rock-oriented sounds 
allow them to take advantage of both rock and 
country’s popularity overseas.

“When you listen to all of our records, the music 
is conducive to that and it borderlines, in that 
sense,” Moore says. “I’m getting played on some 
classic rock stations now. You can’t do that with 
everybody. I think a small misconception about 
the UK is that they just love everything, and that’s 

not true. They are really appreciating what we do, but it’s very 
individually based on what they gravitate toward.”

“When we went over, we went over under the umbrella of C2C, 
but we got play on the rock charts,” McSpadden says. “We 
got Kip looked at in the rock magazines, so everything is still 
happening in the country space, but because of his style of music, 
we are putting singles to rock radio and touring differently.”

To The Festivals, And Beyond

Moore is building on his recent international tours by prepping 
separate EPs to release this fall, one country-flavored EP for 
Australian and Canadian markets, as well as a more rock-based 
EP for the UK, with music that can be serviced to those rock-
oriented stations. McSpadden says both EPs will feature a mix of 
new and previously recorded music.

“We have different singles going out in the UK than we do in the 
States, because the radio cycle is so much quicker,” McSpadden 
says. “In the UK a single may take 12-16 weeks, while in the 
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United States you can spend a year on 
a song. So right now we have different 
singles going in the UK, different things 
going on in Australia and we have 
different pieces of product for both 
markets.”

The strategy is a page from the playbook 
of pop superstars, who for years have 
catered to their global audiences by 
offering EPs and even full-length 
albums, geared to specific international 
markets. In the country music sphere, 
the tactic has generally been reserved 
for artists who have large followings, 
such as Australia-raised country 
superstar Keith Urban, who released a 
two-disc Australian Tour Edition of his 
2016 album Ripcord ahead of his string 
of shows in Melbourne, Sydney and 
Brisbane in December 2016. In 2012, 
EMI Australia released a greatest hits 
collection for Urban, titled The Story 
So Far, available only in Australian and 
New Zealand markets. 

“The question we have to ask ourselves 
is who do you want to buy your music 
and what are you doing to get that music 
in their hands?” McSpadden says. “Is 
that remixing it? Is that collaborations? 
We have to be smart about what’s going 
on in different territories, which hasn’t 
really happened as much in country 
music.”

Dennis lists Germany and Scandinavia 
as emerging markets ripe for 
development, as well as Brazil.

“Brazil has been really good for a 
number of years. There are a few big 
events that artists can play. The rest of 
it is tough. We have to figure it out and 
I’m not sure anybody has…yet.”  MR
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